2004 honda crv ac compressor

The Honda Civic is back -- recapturing its position as a mature, substantial compact car with
enough elegant touches that it makes you feel like you spent more money than you had to. The
base 2. The Civic is fitted with a continuously variable transmission CVT that optimizes
acceleration and fuel economy but tends to amplify the engine noise. If you prefer to shift
yourself, a six-speed manual is available on select trim lines and is the only choice for the
sporty Si version. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification
number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you
exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey
of Honda Civic owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with
this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music
device interface e. You must then stop and completely reconnect. This makes it unreliable for
navigation use. Both cameras started working after several days without dealership service".
My Ford has a much clearer backup camera". Terrible decision not to include one. The dealer
could not duplicate the problem". The radio volume went to very loud and none of the systems
could be used. Shutting off the car and restarting did not reset or fix the problem. Eventually, I
determined that the rear backup camera still worked and the side Carmela also worked. So, the
problem was not with the screen itself. I will not allow any control changes for the air or audio,".
Very disappointed! The cameras still worked. But it was so loud I took it to the dealer to have it
diagnosed but they were unable to repair it immediately so I garaged the vehicle and used my
Subaru for my vacation. When I returned I made an appointment and had the screen fixed
without charge. It was a simple reboot of the system and only took an hour. This only happened
once, no problems since. The learning curve is difficult and there are still functions that I have
not used yet". Sometimes, the interface seems to work. Sometimes it doesn't even though I do
the same thing. I find the entire interface system miserable. It's slow and completely
unintuitive". Phone calls to me don't always go through the 1st time. Every time I took it to
dealer it worked for them. Then I made a video of the problem. When I told them I had a video
that's when they fixed it. Plus screen lighting fades and loses its color". Not tracking correctly".
My husband uses it occasionally because he does not have android auto on his phone. I refuse
to use it al all". Data about the current song being played is often incorrect after changing
songs using the vehicle controls. It requires re-pairing each time I get in the car. I would not
have purchased this vehicle if I had known how bad it is. Display showed incoming call when
there was none. Unable to use phone or CarPlay until dealer reset software". Unable to pair an
Iphone with it. Mechanic at service center unable to figure out what the problem is. Sometimes
pairs in and out". I had to take it back to dealer for them to fix it. It worked for a while and then
the problem reappear. I ended up stop using this feature. This forces you to take your eyes off
the road to find the touch-screen volume control. Honda is seriously remiss in this ergonomic
flaw. Or it hears me incorrectly and suggests things totally unrelated to what I asked. Honda
dealer refilled refrigerant under factory warranty several months ago which has solved the
problem thus far. Problem started spontaneously. The compressor was replaced with an after
market part due to extended warranty requirements. Problem was resolved within two weeks of
when it was first noticed. Honda replaced under warranty for no cost. The repair took about 2
days. We took it back to the Honda dealer 3 times before they finally figured out what the
problem was. I took it back to the dealer they checked out the air conditioner and they said it
was working. After a couple of weeks, I took it back again and told them it was having the same
problem and I made an appointment for them to inspect the vehicle for the problem and when
they did they found out it was leaking coolant and the compressor was going out. They replaced
the compressor and so far everything is working fine. The 1st time they said there was no
problem and it was running fine. The 2nd time we took it in we had a different person at dealer
check it out and he said there was a problem. The Honda dealer said that the unit had been
leaking Freon or whatever it is called now and they said since it was still under warranty they
were going to replace the compressor. Now it runs great. It was still under warranty. Blew hot
air. I took it in in May and they said it was a known issue and recharged it for free. In July it
sopped working again; this time I needed a new compressor, and they charged me for it. It's a
known issue but not a recall. But the part was on backorder because of demand. The Local
dealer, Penske Honda in Roundrock Texas, fixed the problem without cost and gave us an
Accord as a loaner without cost. It leaked and had to be replaced. They first replaced a hose and
it lost freeon over the next year and the compressor was replaced". Honda paid part of repairs.
Returned to dealer and was repaired under warranty. No matter how cold I made the climate
control, the vents would not blow cold air. I took it to my dealership to get it serviced, where
they determined that the issue was a leak in the tubing that circulates the refrigerant. I also
received a letter from Honda USA acknowledging defective seals that lead to coolant leaks in
the Honda Civics. Eventually there was a warranty recall. They changed compressor for no cost

but did not reimburse me for the refrigerant refills. So I contacted a law office to demand them
as a lemon vehicle. They refused again to do anything, but a month later I received a letter from
Honda's headquarters giving me 10 years of warranty after the already 3 year warranty I had!
The third time it went off 2 weeks after the previous warning and subsequent inflating of all tires
by professionals. The dealership fixed it with no charge. Did not work right. Fixed it again. Then
the temperature went above freezing temperature and stopped all the noise. I bet it will rattle
again when winter comes. Still there". I have taken the car in 3 times to get it checked, they put
more insulation in the dash but it hasn't helped. I am concerned how it will sound in 5 years.
Fixed myself. Subsequently, we have a rattle on the right side of the dash. As we are planning to
trade it next year I don't want to bother with a repair. We have no recommended Honda dealer
close. Both seat belt holders on the front, behind infotainment system, moonroof, underbody
sheeting, and etc. I heard about built quality from UK factory. Now I know. Honda stopped all
production from UK this year and I know why. I'm not sure if its the outside mirror or some
piece of molding. Finally fixed". There are some aerodynamic issues in that area which produce
a greater than normal whooshing - something not present on the previous generation Civic.
Front side windows could benefit from acoustic glass. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and
related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Rebuilt the padding of the
seat myself. The keyless door unlock did not work. Worse, even when inserting and turning the
key the door would not unlock. This is a major safety concern. Imagine if my child was inside.
Had to call a tow truck. Fortunately, the problem resolved after about 30 minutes before the tow
truck arrived. Then I showed them that the door did not unlock when the key was inserted. They
repaired this at no additional charge. Have not had the problem since. I took it to the dealer and
they replaced it free of charge, since the car was under warranty. It was fine for a while, but the
problem has started happening again. But my car was under warranty so the dealer fixed the
problem for free. They had to replace a couple parts. The dealer told us this is a known issue
with the Honda Civic, Honda is using a new type of pressure monitoring instrument, and the
dealer cannot do anything about it. The end result is the TPMS indicator light is constantly on,
warning the driver that the pressure is out of range, so we the driver never pay attention to it.
The dealer says a software fix has been pushed for this issue on the Honda CRV, but no such
correction has yet been pushed by Honda for the Civic. The dealer is also frustrated because
they get constant complaints about the issue but cannot do anything about it. Resetting works
but the whole process is annoying". It is pretty flimsy, so it doesn't take much to disable the
action. It's easy to fix by retightening the nut. The motor should be stronger, I think. Antilock
system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking,
brake failure or wear. Warranty covered this expense. Car rolled down my driveway seriously
messing up the OPEN driver side door. Not a problem just annoying. A pillar noise - added foam
padding. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. Had to return the car four times to get it properly put back together. They had it
in their service department repeatedly. My mechanic said it was caused by the cold and would
fix itself in warmer weather it did , then he would use sealant to secure it. It seems to be a minor
design flaw in that the two rubbery edges should be tucked inside the cavity where they meet,
instead of sitting together loosely on the outside which depends on a consistently perfect fit.
I've read of others with the same problem, but they went to the dealer and had it replaced, only
to re-occur. Within a couple of months the cheap paint job began to bubble and peal off. Power
or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors,
seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. I do have the base EX model. There are not
enough adjustment in the seat to make it comfortable. I had a Mazda3 that I leased and the seats
were much more comfortable in that car which is on par with the Civic. I would not buy or lease
another Civic based on my experience with this one. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine
computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. I had the Dealer tow my car, but they
found no problems and it's been fine ever since. Multiple problems on the dash: "electric
parking brake, brake system, brake hold system, anti lock brake system, vehicle stability assist,
and road departure mitigation problem". The car was "trying" to start until the roadside assist
guy drained the battery and then he jumpstarted, then the car started. The car was brought the
next day back to the dealer and they did nothing but supposedly". All covered under warranty
with two dealer visits. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering
linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance,
springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Resolved within the 2nd year. I
now have a wheel bearing failure on the new Civic. Honda seems to have an undisclosed design
problem with wheel bearings at least on Civics because I have seen other Civic owners
complain of this on automotive forums. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold,

leaks. As a result, adaptive cruise control, forward collision warning and emergency braking
was inoperable. Car was taken to the dealer the day after purchase and after a 4 hour wait, the
service department finally determined the root cause and installed the proper grill cover. No
issues since then. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry,
wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V
power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. This has now happened twice in the
space of two months. I took it into the local Honda store and they worked with Honda to
diagnose it. Turns out it was misdiagnosed three times and it was a faulty engine harness that
had a TSB. They finally replaced it after previously threatening to void the warranty coverage
because the Tech incorrectly stated the ECU appeared to be modified. It was later confirmed
that it was not. They lost me as a long time customer. Says it is a not driving the car enough
problem. Water drips into the filler pipe and collects behind the first filler flap. In the summer the
collected water goes in the gas tank when the gas hose nozzle is inserted. BOTH of these can
cause your engine not to run - either by running out of gas in the winter or too much water in
the gas tank". Honda is currently working on resolving issue without estimate time, but it is a
known issue for them". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. It overheats after 15 minutes of driving during the schools when the ambient
temperature is over 80 F. Honda is aware of the issue and has not provided a fix. Gear selector
or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Dealer has to disassemble engine
and check". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.
Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this
message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used There are 4 recalls on this vehicle.
Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results.
Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a
smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to
reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission
performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch
actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own
fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the
manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we
run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's
Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city
course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road
tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite
of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no
wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating,
including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves
when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates
and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces.
Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front
Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers
of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the
rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas
Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA
ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the
amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared
to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History
Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of
vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any
serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the
table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is
given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this
data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle
was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,

engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor
Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability.
Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey
data from our annual survey on more than half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great
insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over
again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate
their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate
systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort
Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you
wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all
Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS available, standard from Side air bags available
from , standard from Head protection air bags standard from ESC available from , standard from
Forward collision warning and automatic emergency braking available from Drive Wheels.
Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body
Styles. Transmissions Available. CVT 6-speed Manual. Engines Available. What Owners Say.
Android Auto "Android auto crashes and car does not recognize the connected phone. My Ford
has a much clearer backup camera" Gordon V. Air or water leaks "Coolant leak near the heater
core. Still there" Chris P. Finally fixed" Chris P. Gauges "Gauge cluster had blank spots and
was unable to read miles. Normal routine brake wear "Experienced vibration for a short period
of time when brakes were applied and promptly serviced and no further problem. Loose exterior
trim or moldings "The dealer did very poor body repair to put the car back together after their
cheap paint job. Engine computer "My car showed several sensor errors including the check
engine light. The car was brought the next day back to the dealer and they did nothing but
supposedly" Dennis T. Alignment "Started in first 6mths. Driveshaft or axle "Recalled and fixed.
Fuel cap "There is NO fuel cap. Overheating "I purchased the Civic Type R for driving schools.
Rough shifting "2nd gear grinding often and 5th to 4th gear lockout. Cylinder head "recall on
possible missing head pin. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Reliability indicates how
models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold
up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information
available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel
controls, portable music device interface e. Often I will have already moved back and into trafic
before I have an image". Cannot see when sun is bright". Also, whenever I put the vehicle in
reverse, in any situation including in a store parking lot, the screen will not display travel area
lines until I've already completed my back-up maneuver. Price Honda in Dover, DE assessed as
a computer problem and spent 1 week checking the entire system. Apparently it was a short
circuit which froze all electronics". Over a One of the very few positive side effects of this virus
is that touch screen technology will probably be on the wane. Does not work with generic blue
tooth from an mp3 player. I called Honda within one week after I bought the car to find out about
their blue tooth capability, version and compatibility, but the rep I talked to for 30 minutes was
clueless! Reading mp3 files from the usb drive is erratic, does not recognize some mp3 files on
the usb, does not keep track of time when forward or backward. Fast forward and backward
buttons are inconvenient. When press forward or backward it only proceeds a few second at a
time, easy to make an error and forward to the next track or back ward to the beginning of the
track. I would rather they have the line in available aux to simply use the car speakers for any
music player. Lack of clear menu commands. I have been driving for 55 years and I know the
best way to start out my trip. I usually only need assistance with the final couple miles, but this
Nav system insist that turn around and travel her route. Honda has the guts to try and sell me
map updates. These updates are only necessary because they were omitted when the car was
sold. We live in a neighborhood that is at least 25 yrs. It can't find the library in our town, even
while sitting right outside the front door! It can't find the closest Costco, even though just a few
miles from it - and finds another one 2 hours away!! It is mostly useless from my point of view,
and usually have to use my cell phone gps It is a user interface design issue and is so bad we
defer to our smartphones rather that use the system. Our early 's Garmin runs circles around

this waste of space. Audio controls are awkward and demand looking away from road. Was
difficult to upgrade. Wheel controls ok, voice activation so spotty we don't use. Screen most
usable for backup camera. A volume knob and tuning knob would relieve most issues. Not
available on touring model. Dealer pleasant and as helpful as much as they are able, but they
are limited by design. A Honda fan, like and enjoy vehicle. From constantly recalculating route
to changing the selected route without warning. It is very dangerous because the controls are
TOO small to manage while driving. It is stupid to stop every time you have to change
something for the GPS, Sound etc,, in this car. I hate it. Very inaccurate. Use Garmin system.
Difficult viewing screen due to exterior light reflection. No speed limits displayed as are on
some Garmin devices. Some streets built in are not displayed. Addresses can be as far off as
one eighth of a mile. Distances on long trips can be off as much as miles and up to 40 minutes
wrong in estimated time of arrival. Saved favorites or waypoints appear and disappear--totally
inconsistent an". Ended up the navigation systems was bad. Had problem getting this fixed,
was at dealership 9 times in the first month to get them to fix it. Was replaced and the problem
was fixed". Does not speak the names of the streets. Difficult to view screen on bright sunny
days". Bad directions just plainly bad". Changes by itself when it wants to. Does not show
street names when you need them. Has a terrible 3D version and is useless. Never understands
Voice prompts. Will not allow phone numbers to be entered. POI's are terrible". Routing is
unreliable". Now I am told the entire audio system is shorted out and causing a new GPS
antennae to malfunction. Directions are confusing The copilot could easily do so and maintain
safety. The car was dead. Had to be towed 3 or more times. If you want to change a setting or
default, you must stop vehicle. If you don't stop immediately on the Interstate, you must use a
pen and pencil to record problem to deal with later. Much more dangerous. There are hundreds
of these settings and choices which you only realize as you attempt to use them in real-world
setting. Not intuitive, not useful. Simply terrible design. Have watched all videos and classes.
Upgrade at dealers expense and in an attempt to fix helped a lot. Is better now. Long way from
as simple as my garmin that is 10 years old. This is something I doubt but they were still not
able to get the Bluetooth system working properly. No one at the dealer seemed to be trained on
the Bluetooth system. Goodbye Honda Link. You can 't pair more than one phone. You have to
delete the first phone, etc. Phone updates seem to have fixed problem". I said I'd get a new car
first and I will! It erases the paired phone". They just blame it on phone updates. Honda doesn't
send out any fixes. When I bring the car in for service, the shop doesn't know anything about
the media player issue. Jumped, returned to dealer. Overtightened battery cables and said
nothing wrong with electrical system or battery. Stranded 6 times in next 4 months at which
point 3 year warranty was up. Dealer said they would not replace battery under any
circumstances. Noticed it was CCA which is grossly under-powered for Touring model. Not
something a person inspects when buying a new vehicle. Stranding and dealer inaction means".
Electric power steering became inoperable. We did NOT find it easy. My Toyota interface is
much more user friendly. Have saved 3 names for speed dial. The system rarely identifies these
and dials a random series of numbers. Commands for adjusting air or audio or other features
almost NEVER work or they change the settings fo". Not resolved. Requires using terms that
are not regular requests. Goes off on tangents regularly. VERY cold! Dealer checked it out.
Sealed some areas. No issues since. Our research showed other complaints about this same
manufacturing problem. This seems to be a manufacturing defect that should be on a recall.
Even our family and friends have commented on these rattles when they ride with us!!! Very
irritating. The dealer disassembled and placed insulator weather stripping or something like that
between the pillar and dash. Nothing is visible. Noise has been repaired and there are no visible
signs of any work being done. This was covered under warranty. It took 3 separate
appointments at the dealer, 20 miles away, leaving work early for each appointment, to get it
fixed". Was traced to right rear strut. Repaired under warranty". I periodically have to fold it and
up to relieve the rattle. Also, we had to have the leather seat reupholstered before the
manufacturers warranty ran out because it was wearing really bad. I can turn the heat or AC off
and the sound goes away. It sounds like it's open a crack. It isn't". Very loud. I am sure this is
due to the CRV being a less expensive car. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master
cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Bigger repair
than expected and had to be done right away. The dealer did take care of it quickly and
professionally. I thought it was odd that only the rear brakes wore out. At replacement, dealer
said 2 millimeters remaining thickness was wear limit It just don't remember having to do
breaks and tires at so few miles driven". With my previous 2 CRV's, I got at least 90, km on the
original set. There is something wrong with material, workmanship, or system. Dealer replaced
rear brakes at for now charge but would not replace the next set that lasted only km at no
charge. Might be somewhat related to harsh northern winters though. This was thought to be

due to leakage of Krown Rust Spray material through a protective rubber boot near the brakes.
Covered under warranty as brake service was performed by dealer as part of regular service.
One off situation covered by Honda. Both rear brakes had to be replace, calipers and rotors.
Only 15, miles. They replaced pads and I think sanded cylinders. I do not drive my car
aggressively, I leave plenty of room in front of me, and do not ride the brakes or hit them hard
very often, I only hit them hard in reaction to unexpected actions by other drivers. I took it to a
Honda mechanic and was told that the rotors had warped. They were able to grind the rotors
level again". Damaged caliper and rotor". I've noticed abnormal wear and rust. The rotors have
been turned and then replaced. The brakes have been serviced and need work again now. A
month later they had to replace the rear rotors due to vibration and noise. This was done under
warranty and said to be "one time". I didn't expect this on a new Honda CRV and hope it doesn't
continue". Probably surface rust but an easily corrected design error". I have taken it to the
dealer and have been told there is nothing wrong they are just noisy but it is very loud and
concerning". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery
cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure,
spark plugs and wires failure. The clock is placed where I can't see it if I have anything on the
shelf in front of it. There needs to be side metal stripping over the exterior molding on the
doors; exterior door handles should be metal, not painted as the paint chips and scratches". I'm
in the midst of trying to get the problem addressed". Honda had to replace the entire headlight
assembly". The new switch isn't going to last, it acts up last the old one that fails in freezing
weather. There is an override switch and the dealership knows about the problem. Three times
to the dealer in a two day span. They tried to blame it on the cold weather. Known defect without
any remedy". We inflated all tires to spec and it remains on. We will be taking it to the dealer
soon. The next day, the tire pressure warning light was lighted on my way home after parked
under sun for a full working day. The light wouldn't go off after parked overnight in garage. We
had to visit the dealer again to have the tire pressure adjusted to get the warning light off. It's
not a big deal. Guess the dealer over inflated the tires during the first service. This has
happened several times now. I had to return to the dealership to have the monitor calibrated.
Honda replaced computer board to fix problem". A faulty fuel pump was causing various
sensors to go off". Had to take it in three times to resolve the issue". It's kind of annoying". It is
very slow to achieve even an average air conditioning setting of 70 as an example. I always
need to keep my AC settings to the lowest point in the summertime to have a cold temperature
inside the car and in the winter time, I need to keep the settings at the highest point to protect
from outside coldness. The repairs were fully covered by the Honda Certified Warranty which
came with the vehicle when we bought it. It was not. The temperature does not change
regardless of the set temp at time the system is shut off. After 4 attempts by first dealer to repair
this was an in warranty item gave up there and went to 2nd dealer who solved problem by
replacing under dash heater components. After 4 trips to first Honda Dealer this is a warranty
item problem was not solved. Went to 2nd dealer and problem solved on first visit". The vehicle
does not warm up when idling in cold weather. You must be driving the cr-v for the temperature
gauge to rise off the cold mark. If you keep the revs up the heat is constant but if you are
stopped the gauge starts to drop and heat drops. Honda said that the car was designed this way
to save gas and you have to drive to get the heater working. VERY inconvenient and troubling
ride back home. The repair was not covered under warranty. It made me angry enough to
consider not releasing with Honda. I told them they should have the condenser better protected
from road hazards. CRV vibrates when sitting at stop sign. Whole car vibrates". Dealer located
and turned out to need to replace rear differential. The pump was replaced, the problem has
been resolved". Replaced gave me a loaner to use Performance was not a concern but the noise
was annoying. One dealership could not identify a problem. Another dealership, utilizing help of
factory technicians, identified the problem as occurring in the rear differential". Kind of a
chirping sound. The dealership said it was at first the tires then they said it was normal for
SUV's to vibrate. With my hands becoming numb when driving for long periods I thought this
was a lame excuse". And they did not offer to go ahead and change the bearing on the other
side. A wheel bearing failure can cause a wreck and I have never owned a vehicle that suffered a
wheel bearing failure, ever. We bought Honda for reliability and get a wheel bearing failure? Had
to tow to dealer twice. Three service visits and two repairs did not fix problem". Dangerous on
highway, felt as though would not hold the road and that i would lose control of vehicle. Had
tires checked for make and air pressure. No correction. I traded car recently for Honda CRV
which is larger car. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering
linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance,
springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. I didn't notice it until it ruined
two tires. It was covered by extended warranty but took days to get the part and in correctly". I

actually like it to be stiff but I feel it is too stiff for most people's comfort level. This may be in
part due to the Michelin Latitude tires that were new on the car when I bought it. Honda
identified and repaired the problem very quickly. The first time they told us the rear seat was not
latched correctly. When we persisted with our complaint they later found that a rear strut had
failed, this was repaired under warranty. Dealership said it was a feature of SUVs". Honda
supposedly balanced all the wheels. We still had the vibration. I rotated the wheels to see if that
changed the vibration Maybe it is a prop shaft to the wheels". Paint fading, chalking, cracking,
or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Was causing loud noises". This
made it nearly impossible to manually open the rear hatch. Honda repaired the hatch at no cost,
but this seems like a poor design. Nothing major. Dealership repaired to my satisfaction". The
dealer said that appeared the damage was caused by a strong beam of light that melted the
damaged paint and parts. In any event the dealer fixed the problem without any charge to me. A
plastic strip on the grill melted and deformed as well as a plastic strip inside the headlight
became deformed". I have asked the dealership about it and they have yet to get back to me.
Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Actual problem was going down hill the trans
would not up shift, held low gear until engine was at extremely high revs. Experienced twice
within the first 10k. Dealer unable to replicate or diagnose. Experienced 3 more times over next
k. Dealer unable to repair but did acknowledge other people were experiacing similar issues.
CVT trans. Have not had problems in last k. Very pleased with vehicle on whole. Would be
perfect if not for infotainment system that achieves design standards Dealer changed fluid and
in a few weeks time the problem ceased. Vehicle would not drive. Power or manual windows,
locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety
belts, sunroof, convertible top. Honda inspected and determined it was in the laminate between
the glass. They replaced windshield promptly without any problems". The windshield was
replaced. In the South like Athens,Ga the dealer said bring it in when it acts up. Honda should
do a recall. It would slip out of the adjusted position when under weight. Kept pulling apart.
Dealership had to replace twice before we deemed acceptable. I took back to the dealer and they
ordered a new part. That fixed the problem". Defective motor that had to be replaced". It caused
a very loud whistling noise. Replaced under warrenty, and now is fixed". Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Had thermostat replaced still does it was
told this is normal for honda. My experience with vehicles has been once they reach operating
temp they do not go all the way down to cold again". Car began to overheat. Towed to dealer.
Water pump replaced under warranty. Independent shop fixed it. My wife was on her way home
from work and it stopped running. When I looked under the car I saw fluids leaking and called a
tow truck. The water pump freeze up and caused the serpentine belt to burn up and came off.
This happened while I was bringing my wife home from foot surgery, not a good day. We were
both really surprised because we thought this was unheard of for a Honda. There have been no
more problems since. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine
knock or ping, oil leaks. A new oil leak just started in April, dealership has yet to determine from
actually where the leak is originating. Hasn't been fixed at time of writing. I was alerted to the
leak by the engine oil light, and returned to the dealership in time to prevent major engine
damage. Currently troubleshooting cause with dealer service". Cruise control, clock, warning
lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor,
interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security
system. Honda denied that it would happen. They checked the battery and said it was okay, yet
it kept happening. We finally just went ahead and put a new battery in it, and miraculously all
those issues went away. Disappointed in Honda for not even knowing their cars not taking
responsibility since a quick search on the internet says it is a common occurrence. Replaced
battery. Still has cam tensioner problem. Bulletin out but not covered after 50k. Fighting with
honda now". This problem is unrelated to cold weather or wet conditions. Also, rattles when
first starting". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Took it back to the dealer and they said it was spillage
from the oil change and cleaned it up. Still leaked afterwards. Took it back and after several
days of analysis tech said oil was leaking out of a bolt hole in the engine block and it would be
necessary to replace the engine block with a short block. They performed the work and it's been
fine ever since. Vehicle is lightly used so we were surprised such a serious issue came up".
Battery light came on. Few minutes later temp gage went up. Had about 10 miles to home and
made it with no problems. No water loss or power steering loss. Towed to Honda dealer on
warranty. Dealer said water pump problem. Which I say is bullshit. Oil level rises because of this
and dilutes oil with gas". Dealer replaced the Fuel pump line. This resolved the problem.
Replaced just before end of warranty. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,

clutch replacement. Occasionally first start of day engine stalled after backing a few feet.
Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. This is most noticeable when sitting
idle for a minute or two, or driving at very slow speeds, or stop and go traffic". Reactivate now
to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used There are good reasons Honda sells a lot of CR-Vs: The
compact SUV category is white hot, and the popular CR-V checks the main boxes most buyers
are looking for in terms of affordability and functionality. Compact dimensions and responsive
handling keep it maneuverable, easy to park, and not intimidating to drive. Plus, rear-seat room
and cargo space are generous. There are 2 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall
Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble
Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor.
Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric
System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics.
Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our
latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on
how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Often I will have
already moved back and into trafic before I have an image" James W. Saved favorites or
waypoints appear and disappear--totally inconsistent an" Dennis K. Bad directions just plainly
bad" George S. POI's are terrible" E E. Phone updates seem to have fixed problem" D M. It
erases the paired phone" E E. Stranding and dealer inaction means" Patrick S. It took 3 separate
appointments at the dealer, 20 miles away, leaving work early for each appointment, to get it
fixed" Anonymous, ME Honda CR-V 2. It isn't" Robert N. Damaged caliper and rotor" Jim M. I
have taken it to the dealer and have been told there is nothing wrong they are just noisy but it is
very loud and concerning" David F. Clock "1. There needs to be side metal stripping over the
exterior molding on the doors; exterior door handles should be metal, not painted as the paint
chips and scratches" Anonymous, OK Honda CR-V EX 2. Honda had to replace the entire
headlight assembly" Jerry M. Known defect without any remedy" Michael S. Had to take it in
three times to resolve the issue" Sheri N. Went to 2nd dealer and problem solved on first visit"
Tom F. The pump was replaced, the problem has been resolved" David H. Another dealership,
utilizing help of factory technicians, identified the problem as occurring in the rear differential"
Anonymous, AB Honda CR-V Touring 2. With my hands becoming numb when driving for long
periods I thought this was a lame excuse" Rick S. Alignment "Rear could not be aligned to
factory settings without the installation of an adjustment part. Loose exterior trim or moldings
"The chrome trim on the driver's door just in front of the mirror fell off sometime while the
vehicle was being driven. Was causing loud noises" Steven G. Dealership repaired to my
satisfaction" Tom G. A plastic strip on the grill melted and deformed as well as a plastic strip
inside the headlight became deformed" Anonymous, NY Honda CR-V Touring 2. Rough shifting
"rough shifting was initial problem then came the slippage and total fail" Butch C. Glass defects
"Had a small imperfection in the windshield right above the steering wheel. That fixed the
problem" Mary W. Replaced under warrenty, and now is fixed" Steven G. Thermostat "Engine
temp will reach operating temp then drop down to cold. My experience with vehicles has been
once they reach operating temp they do not go all the way down to cold again" Aalexander S.
Oil leaks "timing chain cover leak. Engine rebuild or replacement "waterpump seized Emission
control devices includes EGR "Fuel charcoal evaporator system was supposedly in need of
replacement. Oil level rises because of this and dilutes oil with gas" Charles E. Transmission
rebuild or replacement "trans was a total fail had to have new trans installed by dealer only had
miles on the trans it was under warranty so dealer replaced at no charge this is not acceptable"
Butch C. Exhaust leaks "The smell of fuel and exhaust has been getting into the cabin. This is
most noticeable when sitting idle for a minute or two, or driving at very slow speeds, or stop
and go traffic" Chris H. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Acura RDX. Audi
Q5. BMW X3. Cadillac SRX. Ford Escape. Honda CR-V. Hyundai Tucson. Jeep Cherokee. Kia
Sportage. Lexus NX. Mazda CX Mercedes-Benz GLC. Nissan Rogue. Porsche Macan. Subaru
Forester. Toyota RAV4. Volkswagen Tiguan. Volvo XC This score shows whether the model had
more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the total
number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. The reduced performance
may result in an engine stall, increasing the risk of a crash. Read Recall Details. Honda
American Honda Motor Co. The replacement engine may have been built with the wrong

pistons, potentially affecting the engine's performance. What should you do:. Honda will notify
owners, and dealers will inspect the engines and replace the incorrect components, as
necessary, free of charge. The recall began June 20, Owners may contact Honda customer
service at Honda's number for this recall is KF6. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall
Details. In the event of a crash necessitating deployment of the driver's frontal air bag, the
inflator could rupture with metal fragments striking the driver or other occupants resulting in
serious injury or death. American Honda Motor Company, Inc. Honda is recalling certain model
year CR-V vehicles manufactured October 12, , to October 19, The metal housing surrounding
the driver's air bag inflator in these vehicles may have been manufactured incorrectly. Honda
will notify owners, and dealers will replace the driver side frontal air bag module, free of charge.
The recall began in November Honda'a number for this recall is JV9. Check Vehicle for
Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You
no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Honda was founded in by Honda Soichiro
and Fujisawa Takeo, and since then, the brand has grown to become one of the most popular
vehicle manufacturers in the world. The company would go on to launch a luxury line, Acura,
which allowed them to further expand their presence throughout the U. Honda has also
produced aircraft, marine engines, and power generators. Honda automotive parts have gained
an international reputation for reliability thanks to the amazing success and versatility of the
Honda company. Honda produces a broad range of vehicles and products, demonstrating a
wide understanding of mechanical engineering. In strictly automotive terms, Honda has a
well-deserved reputation for producing vehicles engineered for fuel efficiency, making them
vehicles with staying power for the future. In fact, it was during the last period of fuel price
concerns, the s, that Honda vehicles began to experience popularity in the United States. Today,
Honda is one of the most trusted names in the nation for vehicles and parts. Honda auto parts,
like their vehicles, are widely available and tend to be affordable. However, shopping for Honda
parts online is a great way to save money and help to ensure that you are always able to make
Honda your first choice when it comes time to buy Honda replacement parts. OEM parts are
made by the original manufacturer for Honda and will be a guaranteed fit for your vehicle. If you
want to keep your Honda close to its original condition, this is the option for you. Whichever
option you choose, Parts Geek can give you a great discount and fast, convenient shipping
right to your door. By selling Honda auto parts online, we are able to eliminate many of the
expenses associated with brick-and-mortar stores, allowing us to offer our products at the
lowest prices possible. We even sell products wholesale, an option unavailable at your local
auto body store. Whether you drive a traditional Accord or a resilient Civic , Parts Geek can
connect you with the Honda parts and accessories you need. Site answers all of my questions,
when I've had to call other car part sites for the simplest questions. I've looked for HOURS for
pricing on the two parts I need, and no one has been able to beat the price I found here- not
even local franchise part stores! Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a
part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA
number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We
scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence!
ABS Speed Sensor. AC Compressor. AC Condenser. Air Bag Clockspring. Air Filter. Air Fuel
Ratio Sensor. Air Intake Hose. Antenna Mast. Automatic Transmission Solenoid. Ball Joint.
Battery Cable. Blower Motor. Blower Motor Resistor. Brake Booster. Brake Caliper. Brake Drum.
Brake Pads. Brake Rotors. Bug Shield. Bumper Cover. Cabin Filter. Camshaft Position Sensor.
Catalytic Converter. Clutch Master Cylinder. Coil Spring. Control Arm. Cornering Light.
Crankshaft Pulley. Distributor Cap. Door Handle. Door Latch Assembly. Door Lock Actuator.
Door Mirror Glass. EGR Valve. Engine Mount. Exhaust Manifold. Exhaust Pipe. Expansion Tank.
Fog Light. Fog Light Bezel. Fuel Injectors. Fuel Level Sending Unit. Fuel Pump. Fuel Tank.
Harmonic Balancer. Hatch Strut. Head Bolt. Head Gasket. Headlight Dimmer Switch. Headlight
Switch. Hood Hinge. Hood Release Cable. Idle Control Valve. Ignition Coil. Ignition Lock
Assembly. Ignition Switch. Inner Fender Well. Knock Sensor. License Plate Bracket. Master
Cylinder. Oil Pan. Oxygen Sensor. Parking Light. Power Steering Hose. Power Steering Pump.
Radiator Fan. Radiator Support. Reference Sensor. Shock Absorber. Skid Plate. Spark Plug
Wires. Spark Plugs. Steering Rack. Strut Mount. Sway Bar Link. Tail Light. Tailgate Strut. Third
Brake Light. Tie Rod. Timing Belt. Timing Cover. TPMS Sensor. Trailer Hitch. Trailing Arm.
Transmission Mount. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Features: 2
Piece Set No modifications, all the parts needed in one kit Easy install - Pre-assembled, loaded
struts No specialty tools required. Get Super Savings on Honda Car Parts Honda was founded
in by Honda Soichiro and Fujisawa Takeo, and since then, the brand has grown to become one
of the most popular vehicle manufacturers in the world. Honda Aftermarket Parts and OEM

Components Honda automotive parts have gained an international reputation for reliability
thanks to the amazing success and versatility of the Honda company. Save by Shopping With
Parts Geek By selling Honda auto parts online, we are able to eliminate many of the expenses
associated with brick-and-mortar stores, allowing us to offer our products at the lowest prices
possible. Written By: Edson Farnell Email. Read more reviews. Very prompt in the shipping. My
Denzo plug wires were a noticeable difference. Catalog: E. Vehicle Body Engine Honda Accord.
Catalog: Q. Vehicle Sub Model Honda Accord. Vehicle Body Honda Civic. The CRV hasn't
caught on with everyone just yet, but for the people who love and appreciate these vehicles it's
difficult to get them to show much interest in any other type of auto. High-quality replacement
parts are the best choice by far. They might cost a little more but they'll be worth it in the long
run. They last a long time, they look great, and they'll keep your CRV running the way it did the
day you first drove it off of the dealer's lot. What could be better than that? For a model that is
over twenty years old, it may be surprising to learn that the meaning behind the CRV label is not
very well documented. It ranges from "chromium-vanadium wheels" to the Japanese version as
"comfortable, runabout vehicle. While it was designed for the family, the CRV was somewhat
unique at the time it was introduced because its four-wheel drive option affords the lucky owner
many more opportunities for adventure, whether in the wilds of the city or a peaceful and
refreshing off-road adventure. However, like many four-wheel drive cars, it's a good idea to get
a good source of the original equipment manufacture or OEM Honda CRV parts. Honda CRV
forums on the internet are also a great source of information. From through , the CRV only came
in a standard model package. It's hard to remember when anti-lock brakes weren't considered
standard, but they were included starting with the major model update, as long as you were
buying the most expensive version, the EX. By , the CRV included many upgrades in safety
features, increased horsepower, drive-by-wire throttle control and many comfort and design
upgrades. Of course, with increased options comes an increased need to keep the Honda CRV
parts list handy. As an example of change from one year to the next, the CRV switched from one
tail light bulb to two bulbs. A good copy of the Honda CRV parts diagram is probably essential.
The updates included XM radio and improved stereo systems. Fast forward just a few years and
in , the additional of USB and iPod inputs are a great indication of the speed of change in cars
generally. Considering Honda's legendary longevity, coupled with its high safety ratings from
multiple ratings sources, if you buy a Honda CRV, you may find yourself one day searching
online for original used Honda CRV parts and accessories. When Honda introduced the CRV,
the company did not want to advertise it because they thought it wouldn't have a market. That's
one mistake Honda was glad to correct. Whether it's an original model or the latest that includes
Bluetooth connectivity, rear view cameras, internet connectivity and multiple DVD players,
Honda has created a legend. No doubt, every loyal CRV owner still gets a thrill from seeing an
ad that says "For sale. Parts Geek customer service is extremely professional and attentive.
They made sure the parts were verified. This part came quickly. I was able to replace in about an
hour, first time doing this fix. Remember to replace in same position as old part. The kit came
really fast, as I've come to expect from Parts Geek. And the parts themselves were all there, as
described. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a
support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your
product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make
sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Control Arm. Headlight
Assembly. Ignition Lock and Cylinder Switch. Oxygen Sensor. Strut Assembly. Strut and Coil
Spring Assembly. Tail Light Assembly. Timing Belt Kit and Water Pump. ABS Relay. ABS Speed
Sensor. Accelerator Pedal Pad. Accelerator Pedal Sensor. Accelerator Pedal Stop Pad.
Accessory Belt Idler Pulley. Accessory Belt Tension Bolt. Accessory Belt Tension Pulley.
Accessory Belt Tensioner. Accessory Belt Tensioner Assembly. Accessory Drive Belt.
Accessory Drive Belt Kit. Accessory Power Relay. Accessory Power Relay Connector. Air Bag
Clockspring. Air Cleaner Assembly. Air Cleaner Nut. Air Duct Motor. Air Filter. Air Flap Actuator.
Air Fuel Ratio Sensor. Air Intake Hose. Air Mass Sensor. Air Temperature Sensor. Alignment
Cam Bolt Kit. Alignment Camber Ball Joint. Alignment Camber Kit. Alignment Camber Lateral
Link. Alignment Camber Shim. Alignment Toe Adjuster. Alternator Bearing. Alternator Brush
Assembly. Alternator Brush Set. Alternator Decoupler Pulley. Alternator Decoupler Pulley Tool.
Alternator Pulley. Ambient Temp Sensor. Antenna Mast. Anti Rattle Spring. Anti-Rattle Clip. Ash
Tray Light Bulb. Auto Trans Control Solenoid Connector. Auto Trans Differential Bearing. Auto
Trans Dipstick Tube. Auto Trans Drain Plug. Auto Trans Drain Plug Seal. Auto Trans Indicator
Light Bulb. Auto Trans Manual Shaft Seal. Auto Trans Oil Cooler Hose. Auto Trans Oil Pressure
Switch. Auto Trans Oil Pump Seal. Auto Trans Output Shaft Seal. Auto Trans Seal Drive Axle.
Auto Trans Shift Lever Solenoid. Auto Trans Shift Shaft Seal. Auto Trans Shift Solenoid. Auto
Trans Solenoid Gasket. Auto Trans Speed Sensor Seal. Auto Trans Torque Converter.

Automatic Transmission Control Shaft Seal. Automatic Transmission Dipstick. Automatic
Transmission Drain Plug Seal. Automatic Transmission Filter. Automatic Transmission Filter
Kit. Automatic Transmission Oil Cooler. Automatic Transmission Pan Drain Plug. Automatic
Transmission Pan Gasket. Automatic Transmission Rear Seal. Automatic Transmission
Solenoid. Automatic Transmission Solenoid Seal. Automatic Transmission Speed Sensor.
Auxiliary Air Valve. Auxiliary Fan Assembly. Auxiliary Fan Control Unit. Auxiliary Fan Motor.
Auxiliary Fan Switch. Auxiliary Shaft Seal. Auxiliary Shaft Sprocket. Axle Assembly. Axle
Differential Repair Sleeve. Axle Nut. Axle Shaft Bearing. Axle Shaft Seal. Back Glass Washer
Nozzle. Back Glass Wiper Blade. Back Up Lamp Socket. Back Up Light Bulb. Back Up Light
Switch. Back Up Light Switch Connector. Balance Shaft Chain. Balance Shaft Chain Guide.
Balance Shaft Chain Kit. Balance Shaft Chain Tensioner. Balance Shaft Gear. Ball Joint. Battery
Cable. Battery Cable End. Battery Cable Harness. Battery Current Sensor. Blower Motor. Blower
Motor Relay. Blower Motor Resistor. Booster Gasket. Booster Vacuum Hose. Brake Bleeder.
Brake Bleeder Screw. Brake Bleeder Screw Cap. Brake Booster. Brake Caliper. Brake Caliper
Bolt. Brake Caliper Bracket. Brake Caliper Carrier Bolt. Brake Caliper Guide Pin. Brake Drum.
Brake Fluid. Brake Hardware Kit. Brake Hose. Brake Hose Lock. Brake Hydraulic Banjo Bolt.
Brake Light Bulb. Brake Light Switch. Brake Master Cylinder. Brake Master Cylinder Bleeding
Tool. Brake Master Cylinder Reservoir. Brake Pad Set. Brake Pad Shim. Brake Pad and Rotor
Kit. Brake Pedal Pad. Brake Pedal Stop Pad. Brake Reservoir Cap. Brake Reservoir Strainer.
Brake Rotor. Brake Rotor Set. Brake Rotor Set Screw. Brake Shoe Set. Brake Spring Hold Down
Pin. Breather Hose. Bug Shield. Bulb - Headlight. Bulb Socket. Bumper Absorber. Bumper
Bracket. Bumper Clip. Bumper Cover. Bumper Cover Molding. Bumper Cover Reflector. Bumper
Cover Retainer. Bumper Cover Stiffener. Bumper Cover Support. Bumper End. Bumper Filler.
Bumper Grille Insert. Bumper Grille Molding. Bumper Grille Support. Bumper Guard. Bumper
Guard Bracket. Bumper Impact Strip. Bumper Molding. Bumper Protection Pad. Bumper
Reflector. Bumper Reinforcement. Bumper Retainer. Bumper Valance. Button Cell Battery.
Bypass Hose. CV Axle Assembly. CV Boot. CV Boot Clamp. CV Boot Kit. CV Intermediate Shaft.
Cabin Air Filter. Cabin Air Filter Set. Cabin Air Temperature Sensor. Caliper Bolt. Caliper Bolt
Kit. Caliper Bracket Mounting Bolt. Caliper Bushing. Caliper Guide Pin. Caliper Guide Pin
Bushing. Caliper Piston. Caliper Repair Kit. Cam Plug. Camshaft Position Sensor. Camshaft
Repair Sleeve. Camshaft Seal. Camshaft Solenoid Adjuster. Camshaft Solenoid Gasket. Car
Cover. Carbon Canister. Cargo Liner. Catalytic Converter. Catalytic Converter Gasket. Central
Lock Switch. Clutch Alignment Tool. Clutch Disc. Clutch Friction Disc. Clutch Hose. Clutch Kit.
Clutch Master Cylinder. Clutch Pedal Pad. Clutch Pedal Stop Pad. Clutch Release Arm. Clutch
Slave Cylinder. Clutch Starter Safety Switch. Coil Spring. Coil Spring Insulator. Coil Spring Set.
Cold Air Intake. Combination Lamp Bulb. Combination Switch. Computer Chip Programmer.
Computer Control Relay. Connecting Rod Bearing Set. Connecting Rod Bolt. Control Arm Bolt.
Control Arm Bolt Kit. Control Arm Bushing. Control Arm Kit. Control Arm and Ball Joint
Assembly. Conversion Gasket Set. Converter Heat Shield. Converter Housing Seal. Coolant
Antifreeze. Cooling Fan Switch. Cooling Hose. Cooling Hose Connector. Cooling System
Adapter. Cooling System Flush Gun Kit. Cooling System Tester Adapter. Cornering Light.
Cornering Light Bulb. Crank Position Sensor. Crank Position Sensor Seal. Crankcase Gasket
Set. Crankshaft Pulley. Crankshaft Repair Sleeve. Crankshaft Seal. Crankshaft Seal Kit.
Crankshaft Thrust Washer Set. Crankshaft Woodruff Key. Cruise Control Release Switch. Cruise
Control Switch. Cylinder Head Bolt. Cylinder Head Plug. Cylinder Head Plug Seal. Cylinder Head
Seal. Daytime Running Light Bulb. Daytime Running Light Module. Daytime Running Light
Wiring Harness. Differential Bearing. Differential Drain Plug Seal. Differential Dynamic
Dampener. Differential Mount. Differential Mount Bushing. Differential Oil. Differential Side
Cover Seal. Direct Ignition Coil. Direct Ignition Coil Boot. Direct Ignition Coil Kit. Direct Ignition
Coil and Boot Assembly. Disc Brake Caliper Seal Kit. Disc Brake Caliper Support Spring. Disc
Brake Pad Installation Kit. Disc Brake Rotor Set Screw. Distributor Belt. Distributor Cap.
Distributor Cap Gasket. Distributor Cap and Rotor Kit. Distributor Housing. Distributor Housing
Seal Kit. Distributor O-Ring. Distributor Rotor. Distributor Seal. Dome Light Bulb. Door Contact
Switch. Door Handle. Door Handle Cover. Door Lift Support. Door Lock. Door Lock Actuator.
Door Lock Actuator Connector. Door Lock Actuator Kit. Door Lock Actuator Motor. Door Lock
Actuator Motor Set. Door Lock Actuator Set. Door Lock Assembly. Door Lock Cylinder. Door
Lock Kit. Door Mirror Glass. Door Molding. Door Remote Mirror Switch. Door Shell. Door Skin.
Dowel Pin. Drier Desiccant Element. Drive Axle Seal. Drive Belt Tensioner Pulley. Drive Shaft
Center Support Bearing. Drive Shaft Repair Kit. Driveshaft Support. Driving Light. Drum Brake
Hardware Kit. Drum Brake Shoe C-Washer. EGR Adapter Gasket. EGR Valve. EGR Valve Gasket.
Electric Fuel Pump. Electrical Tape. Electronic Load Detector. Engine Block Drain Plug Seal.
Engine Camshaft Position Sensor Connector. Engine Connecting Rod Bearing Pair. Engine

Coolant Hose Connector Gasket. Engine Coolant Pipe O-Ring. Engine Coolant Reservoir Hose
Connector. Engine Coolant System Pressure Tester. Engine Coolant Temperature Switch.
Engine Coolant Thermostat Housing Assembly. Engine Cooling Fan. Engine Cover. Engine
Crankshaft Position Sensor Connector. Engine Gasket Set. Engine Harmonic Balancer. Engine
Mount. Engine Mount Set. Engine Mount and Transmission Mount Kit. Engine Oil Pressure
Sensor. Engine Oil Pressure Switch Seal. Engine Seal Kit. Engine Shock. Engine Shock Mount.
Engine Splash Shield Hardware. Engine Timing Belt Tensioner Roller. Engine Timing Chain Kit.
Engine Torque Rod. Engine Variable Timing Solenoid Filter. Engine Variable Valve Timing
Sprocket. Evaporation Pressure Sensor. Exhaust Bolt. Exhaust Clamp. Exhaust Flange Bolt
Spring. Exhaust Flange Stud and Nut. Exhaust Gasket. Exhaust Hanger. Exhaust Manifold.
Exhaust Manifold Gasket. Exhaust Manifold Gasket Set. Exhaust Manifold Nut. Exhaust Manifold
with Integrated Catalytic Converter. Exhaust Mounting Kit. Exhaust Nut. Exhaust Pipe. Exhaust
Pipe Gasket. Exhaust Pipe to Manifold Gasket. Exhaust Resonator and Pipe Assembly. Exhaust
Spring. Exhaust System Insulator. Exhaust Valve. Expansion Tank. Expansion Tank Cap.
Expansion Tank Hose. Expansion Tank Hose Connector. Exterior Door Handle Grommet. Fan
Blade. Fan Shroud Bolt. Fast Idle Valve Solenoid. Fastener Assortment. Fender Brace. Fender
Liner Retainer. Filler Panel. Flange Bolt. Flasher Relay. Flex Plate. Floor Liner. Floor Mat Set.
Flywheel Bolt. Flywheel Shim. Fog Light. Fog Light Bezel. Fog Light Bulb. Fog Light Connector.
Fog Light Relay Connector. Fog Light Switch. Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel Feed Line. Fuel
Filler Neck. Fuel Filter. Fuel Injection Idle Speed Stabilizer. Fuel Injection Plenum Gasket Set.
Fuel Injection Relay. Fuel Injector. Fuel Injector Clip. Fuel Injector Connector. Fuel Injector
Cushion Ring. Fuel Injector O-Ring. Fuel Injector O-Ring Kit. Fuel Injector Seal. Fuel Injector
Seal Kit. Fuel Line Clip. Fuel Pressure Damper. Fuel Pressure Regulator. Fuel Pump. Fuel Pump
Assembly. Fuel Pump Camshaft Follower. Fuel Pump Cutoff Switch. Fuel Pump Filter. Fuel
Pump Hanger. Fuel Pump Hanger Assembly. Fuel Pump O-Ring. Fuel Pump Relay. Fuel Pump
Relay Connector. Fuel Pump Tank Seal. Fuel Pump Wiring Harness. Fuel Pump and Strainer Set.
Fuel Screen. Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor. Fuel Tank Strap. Fuel Tank
Vent Valve. Fuse - Ceramic. Fuse Kit. Generator Drive End Bearing. Glove Box Light Bulb. Grille
Assembly. Grille Bracket. Grille Insert. Grille Molding. Grille Retainer. Grille Shell. Hatch Strut.
Hazard Flasher Switch. Hazard Warning Flasher. Hazard Warning and Turn Signal Flasher. Head
Bolt. Head Bolt Set. Head Gasket. Head Gasket Set. Header Pipe Bolt. Headlamp Socket.
Headlight Bracket. Headlight Bulb. Headlight Bulb Socket. Headlight Connector. Headlight
Dimmer Switch. Headlight Relay Connector. Headlight Sealed Beam. Headlight Switch.
Headlight Wiring Harness. Heater Core. Heater Hose. Heater Temp Sensor. Heater Valve. High
Current Fuse. Hood Hinge. Hood Prop Rod Retainer. Hood Release Cable. Hood Scoop. Idle Air
Control Valve. Idle Control Valve. Idle Valve Gasket. Ignition Coil. Ignition Coil Kit. Ignition Coil
Seal. Ignition Control Unit. Ignition Distributor. Ignition Immobilizer. Ignition Lock Assembly.
Ignition Relay. Ignition Switch. Ignition Tune-Up Kit. Inner Fender. Inner Fender Well. Input Shaft
Bearing. Input Shaft Seal. Inside Door Handle. Instrument Light Bulb. Instrument Panel Light
Bulb. Intake Manifold. Intake Manifold End Seal. Intake Manifold Gasket. Intake Manifold Gasket
Set. Intake Manifold Runner. Intake Manifold Runner Solenoid. Intake Manifold Runner Valve.
Intake Manifold Temperature Sensor. Intake Plenum Gasket. Intake Plenum Gasket Set. Intake
Valve. Intake Valve Kit. Interior Door Handle. Interior Light. Interior Light Bulb. Interior Light
Switch. Intermediate Shaft Bearing. Keyless Remote Battery. Keyless Remote Case. Knock
Sensor. Lateral Arm. Lateral Link and Ball Joint Assembly. License Light Bulb. License Plate
Bracket. Liftgate Lift Support. Liftgate Lock Actuator. Liftgate Release Switch. Light Bulb. Lower
Engine Cover. Lug Nut. Luggage Compartment Light Bulb. MAP Sensor. Main Bearing Set. Main
Relay. Mainshaft Bearing. Manifold Absolute Pressure Sensor Connector. Manual Trans
Differential Bearing. Manual Trans Speed Sensor. Manual Transmission Fluid. Map Light Bulb.
Mass Air Flow Sensor. Mirror Glass. Molding Clip. Moulding Clip. Mud Flap Kit. Mud Flaps.
Muffler Kit. Multi Purpose O-Ring. Multi Rib Belt. Nerf Bars. Neutral Safety Switch. Oil Cooler. Oil
Cooler Hose. Oil Cooler Mounting Kit. Oil Cooler Seal. Oil Dipstick. Oil Drain Plug. Oil Drain Plug
Gasket. Oil Filler Cap. Oil Filler Cap Gasket. Oil Filter. Oil Filter Adapter O-Ring. Oil Filter
Adapter Seal. Oil Filter O-Ring. Oil Filter Remote Mounting Kit. Oil Filter Stand Gasket. Oil Filter
Support. Oil Pan. Oil Pan Gasket. Oil Pan Gasket Set. Oil Pick-up Tube. Oil Pick-up Tube Gasket.
Oil Pressure Sender. Oil Pump. Oil Pump Chain. Oil Pump Gasket. Oil Pump Repair Sleeve. Oil
Sump Sealing Compound. Output Shaft Bearing. Output Shaft Seal. PCV Hose. PCV Valve. PCV
Valve Grommet. Paper Repair Manual. Park Assist Camera. Parking Brake Adjuster. Parking
Brake Cable. Parking Brake Hardware Kit. Parking Brake Lever Clip. Parking Brake Pad Set.
Parking Brake Shoe. Parking Brake Shoe Anchor Pin. Parking Brake Shoe Spring. Parking Brake
Strut. Parking Light Bulb. Pilot Bearing. Pilot Bushing. Pinion Seal. Piston Ring Set. Piston Set.
Power Seat Switch. Power Steering Cooler. Power Steering Cooler Bracket. Power Steering

Cooling Line. Power Steering Filter. Power Steering Fluid. Power Steering Hose Fitting. Power
Steering Hose O-Ring. Power Steering Oil Pressure Switch. Power Steering Pressure Hose.
Power Steering Pump. Power Steering Pump Pulley. Power Steering Pump Seal Kit. Power
Steering Reservoir. Power Steering Reservoir Cap. Power Steering Reservoir Line Hose. Power
Steering Return Hose. Power Steering Seal. Power Window Regulator and Motor Assembly.
Power Window Relay. Power Window Relay Connector. Pre Heat Hose. Pressure Plate. Purge
Valve. R12 Refrigerant Oil. RA Refrigerant Oil. Rack and Pinion Bellow. Rack and Pinion Mount
Bushing. Radiator Cap. Radiator Cap Adapter. Radiator Cap Tester Adapter. Radiator Drain
Petcock. Radiator Drain Plug. Radiator Fan Assembly. Radiator Hose. Radiator Shutter Housing.
Radiator Support. Radiator Support Bracket. Radiator Support Cover. Radio Installation Kit.
Radio Wire Harness. Rear Window Wiper Relay. Reference Sensor. Reflector Assembly. Release
Bearing. Release Bearing Retaining Spring. Remote Key Transmitter. Reservoir Cap Seal.
Retaining Clip Assortment. Rocker Arm. Rod Bearing Set. Roof Rack. Roof Rack Mount Kit.
Running Board Mount Kit. Running Boards. Seal Ring. Seal Ring - Copper. Seat Cover. Seat
Heater Switch. Seat Lumbar Switch. Selector Shaft Seal. Serpentine Belt Drive Component Kit.
Shift Rod Seal. Shock Absorber. Shock Absorber Bushing. Shock Bellows. Shock Mount. Shock
Mount Plate. Shock Mount Washer. Shock Mounting Kit. Side Marker Assembly. Side Marker
Lens. Side Marker Light. Side Marker Light Assembly. Side Marker Light Bulb. Side Window
Deflector. Skid Plate. Spark Plug. Spark Plug Non-Fouler. Spark Plug Seal. Spark Plug Tube Seal
Set. Spark Plug Wire Set. Speedometer Sensor. Speedometer Transmitter. Spindle Nut. Splash
Shield Retainer. Spool Valve Filter Gasket. Spring Seat. Stabilizer Bar Link. Stabilizer Bar Link
Kit. Stabilizer Bar Link Repair Kit. Starter Bolt. Starter Cutoff Relay. Starter Inhibitor Switch.
Starter Solenoid. Steering Knuckle. Steering Knuckle Kit. Steering Rack. Steering Rack Boot Kit.
Steering Rack Bushing. Steering Rack Seal Kit. Steering Shear Bolt. Step Nerf Bar Mount Kit.
Stop Light Switch. Strut Assembly Kit. Strut Bearing. Strut Bellows. Strut Bump Stop. Strut
Mount. Strut Mount Bushing. Strut Mounting Kit. Stub Axle. Sun Visor Clip. Sunroof Wind
Deflector. Suspension Air Helper Spring. Suspension Kit. Suspension Knuckle. Suspension
Knuckle Assembly. Suspension Strut Hardware Kit. Suspension Strut Mount Kit. Suspension
Strut Mount Nut. Suspension Yaw Sensor. Sway Bar Bracket. Sway Bar Bushing. Sway Bar
Bushing Kit. Sway Bar Link. Sway Bar Link Kit. Sway Bar Link Nut. T-Belt Tensioner Spring.
TPMS Sensor. Tail Lamp Socket. Tail Light Bulb. Tailgate Handle. Tailgate Lock Actuator Motor.
Tailgate Strut. Thermal Limiter Switch. Thermostat Assembly. Thermostat Gasket. Thermostat
Housing. Thermostat Housing Cover. Thermostat Housing Gasket. Thermostat Housing Seal.
Thermostat O-Ring. Third Brake Light. Throttle Body. Throttle Body Gasket. Throttle Position
Sensor. Throttle Position Sensor Connector. Throttle Position Sensor Kit. Tie Rod. Tie Rod
Assembly. Tie Rod End. Tie Rod End Boot. Tie Rod End Kit. Tie Rod Washer. Timing Belt.
Timing Belt Kit. Timing Belt Tensioner. Timing Belt Tensioner Spring. Timing Camshaft
Sprocket. Timing Chain. Timing Chain Kit. Timing Chain Tensioner. Timing Chain Tensioner
Adjuster. Timing Chain Tensioner Guide. Timing Cover. Timing Cover Bolt. Timing Cover
Gasket. Timing Cover Gasket Set. Timing Cover O-Ring. Timing Crankshaft. Timing Crankshaft
Sprocket. Timing Guide Rail. Timing Set. Toe Compensator Link. Torque Converter Seal. Tow
Bar. Trailer Brake Control. Trailer Connector Kit. Trailer Hitch. Trailer Tow Harness. Trailer Wire
Converter. Trailer Wiring Harness. Trailing Arm. Trailing Arm Bushing. Transfer Case Extension
Housing Seal. Transfer Case Input Shaft Race. Transfer Case Output Shaft Race. Transmission
Case Shaft Seal. Transmission Fluid Additive. Transmission Mount. Trunk Lock Actuator Motor.
Turn Signal Flasher. Turn Signal Light. Turn Signal Light Bulb. Turn Signal Relay. Turn Signal
Switch. Undercar Shield. Universal Joint. VVT Solenoid Gasket. Valve Cover. Valve Cover Bolt.
Valve Cover Gasket. Valve Cover Gasket Set. Valve Cover Grommet Set. Valve Cover O-Ring.
Valve Cover Seal Washer. Valve Guide. Valve Keeper. Valve Spring. Valve Spring Retainer. Valve
Spring Retainer Keeper. Valve Stem Seal. Valve Stem Seal Kit. Vapor Canister Filter. Vapor
Canister Purge Solenoid. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid Connector. Vapor Canister Purge
Valve Connector. Vapor Canister Seal. Vapor Canister Vent Solenoid. Vapor Canister Vent Valve.
Variable Timing Solenoid. Vehicle Key. Voltage Regulator. Washer Check Valve. Washer Fluid
Reservoir Clip. Washer Nozzle. Washer Pump. Washer Pump Grommet. Washer Reservoir.
Washer Reservoir Cap. Water Distribution Pipe. Water Manifold O-ring. Water Outlet Gasket.
Water Pipe. Water Pipe O-Ring. Water Pump. Water Pump Gasket. Water Pump Housing O-Ring.
Water Pump Pulley. Water Temperature Sender. Water Temperature Sensor. Water Temperature
Sensor O-Ring. Wheel Bearing. Wheel Bearing Assembly. Wheel Bearing Circlip. Wheel Bearing
Retaining Ring. Wheel Cap. Wheel Cover. Wheel Cylinder. Wheel Hub. Wheel Hub Assembly.
Wheel Hub Repair Kit. Wheel Lock. Wheel Lock Set. Wheel Stud. Wheelhouse Molding. Window
Motor. Window Regulator. Window Shade. Window Switch. Window Vent Visors. Windshield
Washer Fluid Reservoir Cap. Windshield Washer Tank Filler Neck. Windshield Wiper Arm.

Windshield Wiper Arm Cover. Windshield Wiper Arm and Blade Kit. Windshield Wiper Linkage.
Windshield Wiper Motor. Windshield Wiper Relay Connector. Wiper Arm Cover. Wiper Blade.
Wiper Blade Insert. Wiper Blade Set. Wiper Linkage. Wiper Relay. Wiper Switch. Air Intake. Body
Electrical. Climate Control. Cooling System. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Injection. Chemicals and Fluids. Drive Belts. Fuel Delivery. Tools and Hardware. A1 Cardone.
Action Crash. FCS Automotive. Standard Motor Products. AC Delco. AP Exhaust. ATE Coated.
Air Products. Anchor Doan. Arai Seisakusho. Atlantic Automotive. Atlantic Automotive Eng. Aus
Injection. Austin Baker. Auto Ventshade. BBB Industries. Beck Arnley. Blue Ox. Brembo Coated.
Brute Power. CQ Intermotor. DIY Solutions. DNJ Rock. DYK Automotive. Dee Zee. Dynamic
Friction. E3 Spark Plugs. Eagle Eyes. Eastern Catalytic. Factory Air. First Equipment Quality.
Four Seasons. GB Remanufacturing. GKN Drivetech. Global Parts Distributors. Go Rhino. Heri
Automotive. Husky Liner. Idemitsu Lubricants. Ishino Stone. Jet Chips. KYB old box. Kibi
Gaskets. Koyo Cooling. Liqui Moly. MK Kashiyama. Mark Automotive. Motor Medic. Mountain Japan. Nippon Reinz. OE Supplier. OSC Automotive. Old Man Emu. Original Equipment. Pioneer
Cables. Power Stop. Premium Guard. Pure Energy. Quick Steer. Rain X. Rhino Pac. Sankei
Sankei Switches. Schrader Valves. Sealed Power. Specialty Products. Spectra Premium. Strong
Arm. TJM Products. Tuff Support. US Motor Works. USA Industries. United Automotive. VR
Gaskets. Victor Reinz. WAI Global. Wagner Brake. Walker Products. YEC Japan. Click to
Enlarge. Monroe Strut and Coil Spring Assembly. Centric Action Crash HO Mirror. Position of
Product: Right - Passenger Side. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part. Product
Note: -- Traditional brake rotors - Ceramic brake pads. Dorman Control Arm. Features: Fits and
performs like the original equipment Precision-engineered to match the design and dimensions
of original components Made to strict standards using sturdy, safe materials Rigorously tested thorough quality control measures ensure longevity. Quality: Value Line - High quality
automotive part with the highest cost savings. Dorman Driveshaft. Then, I attempted to turn on
the air conditioner on in the car last week and again â€” very bad squelching noise coming from
the car when the AC was on. So I took it down to a guy I know that works on cars for a very
affordable price. I took the car to him a few years back to have him replace the timing belt and
serpentine belt. He got that replaced and also replaced the serpentine belt while he was at it.
Problem fixed â€” no more squeek! But, he did tell me that my AC was cycling on and off and it
needed to be charged. So, down to the local automotive store. Got home and began to slowly
put the Ra into the car air conditioner system with the AC turned on and the temperature set
fully to cold and the blower fully on. The compressor was fully on and the car just was barely
cooling before I began adding the freon into the car â€” but it certainly was not keeping up and
was not cool enough. Then, it happened again, and again! The air conditioner compressor was
rapidly cycling on and off. Onto Google I went. Everywhere I turned, people said that if the
compressor was cycling on and off quickly, that meant the compressor was low on freon. I was
afraid I overfilled it â€” because the car was originally trying to cool before putting any Ra into
it. All the forums and posts I saw indicated that people that had this problem had no cooling
coming out of the car. Called up my mechanic and he basically told me the same thing â€” he
said that if the compressor was rapidly turning on and off, it was because it was undercharged.
The Honda Civics can hold up to 22 ounces of Ra in them. Well, I checked the static pressure
after the car sat for a bit and the reading was over psi â€” note that this is on the low-pressure
side. Then the compressor would pop and kick off again. Then it would pop and kick on again.
Over and over maybe five seconds apart. I then called a co-worker that had a full set of hoses
that can be used to check both high and low pressure. At this point, I was pretty sure that it was
overfilled and I wanted to see if the car was being kicked off because of high pressure â€” not
low pressure. Then high pressure then started going down â€” then the compressor kicked on
again. So, the compressor was rapidly turning on and off still. As expected â€” the high
pressure was too high. After taking some out, the compressor stopped kicking on and off â€”
and the high pressure then stayed fairly stable between and psi. So, back to the hoses. This
time, I revved the car up to about 1, to 2, RPM since the Civic seems to idle at around rpm. Sure
enough, he said that the low pressure was being sucked down to about 20 PSI and the
high-pressure was kicking way up again past PSI. Alright â€” test drive again! It worked! That
was the problem â€” it was simply over-filled. The car no longer cycled the compressor rapidly
after taking some Ra out of the system and it cools very well. So next time that your air
conditioner compressor rapidly turns on and off in your car, it may not be due to low freon
levels â€” but because it is over-charged! Those cheap low-pressure testers that come with the
charge kits only tell you part of the story. Thank you for posting this info!!! The cycling
continued so he started looking into possible causes. After I replaced a filter that was long
overdue, my worry continued to grow. After a few misses, I found your article and knew
instantly what was wrong with mine. Thank you again for sharing! Be careful what you post

online. Releasing freon into the air is illegal, as is most things these days. Catch me. Prove it. Is
that PC enough for these days? And when I need the cold feet in my backside after a hard
day,the ac unit gets tired. I think it must have been a scrivenors error. Had a new trane unit
installed in my house. Ran find for couple of months til temp got to above hundred here in
Texas. Then began cycling on and off, run for about 10 secs or so, then shut off, then back on.
They said with the new freon they use now, repair folks are prone to overcharge the units.
Thank you for this post!! We were going to do in repairs until we realized its also over
charged!!! Thanks for the post! Im dealing with the same thing. I remove some freon and it
stops but it also looses all its cold ait. I only took out a lil bit at a time so is that a bad
compressor?? You can rent one at Auto Zone free. Then get a scale and weigh in the exact
amount of freon. Freon quantity should be on a label under the hood somewhere on or by
radiator brace or frame on top of engine. Good luck. You saved me from taking it to the shop for
diagnostic. I was wonderig why my compressor kept cycling. Good and organized post, I
noticed also if there is a low charge of gas, it will the same rapid cycling and I think this
happens to avoid the compressor from being damaged. Thank you for sharing your post. Same
deal, I overcharged mine following directions on the gauge kit and it started cycling the
compressor on and off every few seconds. Vented the refrigerant and the problem seemed to go
away. Thanks a lot for your info. Can the freon be expelled from any side? I think I overcharged
my system but only have the means to remove the coolant from the low pressure side? Expel
the Freon on the low pressure side â€” same side you use to fill it. Went through the same thing
on our CRV. I added freon, then going down the road it would cycle and pull the engine down
very hard. Took it back and told them what I experienced, so hopefully we can get it resolved. I
have been googling about this same issuse i had encounterd with my honda crv but after
landing on this post i got this clinking and rattling issue solved thanks for sharing it helped me
great cheersssss. I have a Honda Accord and was encountering the exact same issue! The AC
was not getting cold at all so I added some Ra. The gauge that came withe the can was still
needling at the very bottom so I began adding another can. Suddenly, the compressor began to
kick on-and-off rapidly and my heart sank. Cautiously optimistic I went back out to the garage,
started the car, reattached the gauge apparatus, and began to bleed out the system. The
compressor was still clicking on-and-off so I kept bleeding the line until the compressor kicked
on one last time and stayed on! Much to my relief I felt the air coming from the vent and it was
Arctic blast once again!! I bled a little more out for good measure and closed-up shop. A quick
lap around the neighborhood confirmed the fix with higher RPMs! Thanks so much for saving
me an embarrassing trip to the AC guy! A huge thank you to bsntech, this post saved my butt! I
had a cheap single-gauge kit that only showed the low side pressure. I knew I was running a
little low, and ended up adding almost a whole can. It seemed to work ok for a while, then I
started to have the same issues. The cheap gauge showed that I was on the low end of
operating pressure, so I decided to add a bit more, then the compressor began rapidly cycling,
and when it was engaged the engine was almost stalling at idle. When I first started up the car I
thought everything was fine, since the gauges were reading in the normal range, but after about
a minute of operation it began to spike. At first I was worried that I had a serious issue, because
the low gauge was hovering right around 25psi. I popped off the connecter from the low side
and began letting out a little refrigerant at a time, until the high gauge began to drop and the
compressor began to stay on. Once I got to a safe pressure on the high side psi , I reattached
the low side gauge. Additionally, just as a precaution, never connect the high-side gauge with
the compressor running, you can damage the system, and if you need to bleed off some of the
refrigerant, only do so from the low side. I was fortunate enough not to damage my system, you
may not be so lucky. I just bought one of those ac rechargers at AutoZone. Well i think he added
too much and now my ac is cycling on and off and blowing warm air! The ac was barely blowing
cold air before the recharge and now it blows none. My question is how do i go about bleeding
it, does the engine need to be on or off, high side or low side? I only intend on bleeding off a
small amount to see if it will help! Any suggestions would be appreciated. I added a reply to you
but not in the proper spot. Probably you have the fix by now but maybe someone elseâ€¦.? That
is exactly what I was experiencing kick off on the high line air in the system bled it a little rpm it
to noticed kicking stopped after several tries added compressor oil easy on the freona noticed
air in the system than bled it a little until system was operating normal. Thanks for the info and
confirmation. Thanks for info too. I have a honda civix ex. With same problem. I believe now its
over filled. I have a Honda Pilot. I typed in that description to the internet and found your page. I
then got my temp prob out and found the temp to Its at least as inexpensive a test as putting in
more freon. I read your post and it confirms what I already knew. I have let out some of the freon
out and it helped. I need to let out more to get it to stop completely. Thanks for the
reaffirmation! Thank you for posting your comment. I know this is an old article but it just

helped me big time. I have a Dodge Caravan that I just over filled with Freon, next thing I know it
quit working on me. I released some refridgerant and now its working just fine. Thanks again!!
Exact same happens to me. Great post: very informative. I expellef some refrigerant and the
compressor worked normally again. Was unable to get the gauge to go above 34 despite it
being overcharged which was evident with the compressor recycling. Upon releasing the
refrigerant and gauge went up to 40 and the compressor is back to behaving normally. All is
well but what the heck happened? Depends which side of the gauge you were reading. One side
goes up and the other goes down while the AC is running. The pressure can also vary with the
RPM of the car from what I noticed too. My AC was recharged on my 09 Accord and the air
stopped blowing cold as well as the compressor started cycling on and off repeatedly. My
RPMS also fluctuate while idle when as the compressor is cycling on and off, my AC seemed to
be cooler prior to the R being added. Her AC was working fine. I checked the Freon level and it
seems fine. I was thinking the pressure switch, but she states at highway speed, it works fine. I
am now thinking the compressor coils need to be cleaned. Does this sound reasonable???
Thank you so much, you saved me a ton of money with this fix! I have. So I bled off some of the
coolant until the compressor stayed on. Once I did that the gauge was dead in the middle right
where it should be! Thanks buddy! My Mazda 6 was having this cycling issue. Bleeding some
pressure from the high end did the trick. Thought I was going to be sweating through the
summer. Thanks for posting this, it has educated me. Compressor strongly cycles on and off
and pressure fluctuates between 20 and 45, low side port tube is frosty but no freon will flow
into system. Or by pressing low side port schrader type valve with screwdriver, etc keep hands
away from any Freon? Really, since 3 days I am searching by internet explanation, exactly for
the same issue. Ford Fiesta 1. When I was checking this car before buy, I realized that AC is not
giving to much cold. As deal, I requested the seller to check the gas system, and they did it.
When I took the car, the cold air was coming. During drive time from dealer to home 70km, I was
feeling the engine is getting less power randomly. I switched of the AC, and this time the engine
was running fine. OK I knew, something is with AC. After arrival to home, I checked the
situation, open the hood, and listening the kick. Kick was for the compressor clutch. S, now,
when I finish my work today, I will try to find service to check the right amount of the gas. I do
not have any gauge to check it. Once again, many thanks for the owner for the post! This saved
me so much time, money and headache. Thank you! You should never guess with refrigerant,
you should have evacuated the system from the beginnng, and then weighed in the correct
amount. Honda Spares Scrap Yard is committed to offering you top quality used Honda parts of
the highest quality, but at an affordable price for client satisfaction. We provide an entire
selection of used Honda parts and new replacement parts for virtually all Honda cars in South
Africa. Whatever parts you need we have it! Our company specializes in a assortment of spares
for Honda vehicles, such as Honda gearboxes , Honda engines , Honda body parts , Honda
upholstery, Honda interiors, Honda auto glass, Honda electronic parts, Honda suspension and
much more. You will discover we stock significant amounts of Honda spare parts, because
Honda vehicles are very popular and are continually stripped for spares, we are able to provide
you with, an array of guaranteed second hand Honda spares. We use top couriers with a "to the
door service". We buy accident damaged or non-runners Honda's and strip them for spares. We
buy vehicles in any condition! Whatever state they are in! Call today if you would like to get
good money for your vehicle. We only sell the best replacement Honda parts from reputable
overseas companies having the top customer reviews. Contact us for any part enquiries.
Whether you crashed your car or have a non-runner, our network of scrap yards will make you
an offer! You will be contacting a large network of Honda junk yards in South Africa. This is the
quickest method to get your vehicle sold. Use the form and include the relevant details and wait
the quotes from the various scrap yards! Find quality used Honda spares Honda Spares Scrap
Yard is committed to offering you top quality used Honda parts of the highest quality, but at an
affordable price for client satisfaction. Honda Part Request Form. We Send Parts all over SA!
Scrap Your Honda For Parts! You're In Good Hands! Maintenance Spare Parts. Previous Honda
Part Enquiries. Hi Need front suspension set without upper control arms. Left rear tail light Left
front spotlight Left front spotlight surround. I'm look for the left rear wheel bearing hub. Would
appreciate the help. Good day Looking for Honda Jazz 1. Hi, I'm looking for a fuel filter, wiper
motor and front shocks. I am looking for a right hand control arm for a Honda Br-V. All Past
Queries Date. I am looking for a Mitsuba 12v 1. Good Day I am looking for a left rear door glass
on a Honda Accord. Looking for a 6 speed transmission for a Honda Civic 2. Want window
mechanism for Honda accord, can't open or close them. Looking for the boot lid for the Honda
brio hatch that sits inside the boot to cover it. I'm looking for the price of ball joints left and right
for a Honda civic 1. Looking for a Temperature Switch, with the part number TS May I be
advised on availability of stock and price on the part. I am looking for a manual transmission

gearbox for my , 1. What is the cost of a Sun Visor right side and the clips X2. Please assist i am
looking for a cylinder head or camshaft 2 and hole caps. Looking for a Honda civic oil cooler or
warmer for auto Transmission. I need a passenger side review mirror, a driver side car mat, a
left passenger back door, a bonnet in a silver metallic colour. Please email quote. I am looking
for the left headlamp for my Honda civic sedan Honda accord 2. Please contact me. Exterior
door handles and front window mechanism,door locks and ignition barrel. Hey i am looking for
right control arm for honda brio brio and inner CV joint. Right side indicator light, rear
windscreen,. Honda Ballade The one with pop up lights. Looking for the left hand switch that
controls the lights and the indicators. Prices for left passanger front door mirror. Left rear door
handle. Looking for the retractable cover for the boot for model CRV. Good day. I am looking for
a 1. Clean and low mileage. I'm looking for control arms, tie rods, ball joints for Honda BRV.
Good day, I am from South AFrica. Not sure what exactly it is that you are doing, but I am
looking for a wiper motor for a South African sold Ballade and find it quite impossible. There is
a faded number stuck to the motor, with this number: SR3e and 10T Do you have any advice for
me? Thank you, Hans. I am looking for a price on the exhaust EGR pipe with gaskets. I have a
Cr-V that had a front accident Including the two front airbags. My contact number is Hi, I am
looking for prices on the following 1 petrol filter 2. Air filter 3. Oil filter 4. Tie Rot Ends both 5.
Control Arms, Lower and Upper. Need the left side mirror, doing dealership cars only have a
photo of vehicle and right side mirror for sample? I'm looking for body parts namely,front
bumper, bonnet, grill, Bumper stiffener, radiators, and radiator cradle. Please assist. Can I have
a fuel gager that stays at the back seat of the car. That measures the full if it's empty or full but
only the gager not the pump. Good morning, I am looking for a Honda Mobilio starter. Please let
me know if you have it and about the price. I look forward to your reply. Regards, Antal. Body
Parts Shop Now. Used Gearboxes Shop Now. Used Engines Shop Now. Sell Your Car For Parts.
Sell Your Honda For Cash! Looking for a left side front door. I need the drivers side window.
Looking for a coolant bottle cap. I'm looking for a glove box latch jc Looking for a right tail light
for Honda Jazz model. Looking for garnish on tailgate honda crv. I'm looking for a Honda brio
automatic radiator. Looking for left rear light, Honda Brio,
ranger boat trailer lights
2005 ford focus key
2006 honda civic cracked engine block
year model. Driver side Headlight needed , honda ballade trend Hi I'm looking for a back
bumper for a honda civic. Looking for a crankshaft for a Honda jazz L13 engine. I am looking for
used honda Ballade gearbox 1. Bonnet Right passenger door. Hrv front bumper tow hook cover.
I need a clutch master and slave cylinder. Looking for wiper motor for Honda Ballade. The
gearbox currently has a hard shift. Looking for rear bumper and trunk lid. Hi I am looking for a
H22A manual gearbox. Looking for price for left side passenger door window. Looking for
second gear parts on civic LXI manual. I need a wiper engine for the Honda ballade. I'm looking
for the passenger side door mirror. Left front wheel speed sensor 4X4. I'm looking for 2 x silver
side mirror casings. Looking for rear bumper, rear trunk and tail lights. Am looking for a honda
amaze mirror model model. I need wiper motor for a Honda ballad 1. Wiper control arm for
Honda balade i so4. Looking for engine mountings and control arms.

